


Circular RNA (circRNA) is a next generation mRNA format
Potential to disrupt the genetic medicine and vaccine fields 
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Deep expertise: the discoverers of circRNA work for Circio 
Differentiated approach to circRNA, with substantially improved 
durability and unique ´remove & replace´ functionality
Proprietary circVec expression system with platform potential

Aiming to enter several partnering deals during 2024-2025
Targeting to enter the clinic with first in-house candidate in 2026
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Total deal value of RNA-based 
private financings 
$M, by RNA Modality Subtype

circRNA mRNARNA Editing RNAi Other

$478M
$289M

$334M

$1,187M

$976M

Source: BioEquity Note: Other includes ASOs, saRNAs and tRNA private financing deals

$1,287M

circRNA represented 
>40% of the total deal 

value of all private RNA
financings in 2021-23
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6,373 citations

2,291 citations922 citations30 September 2011
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CV:
PhD Molecular Biology
circRNA co-discoverer
Biotech CFO & CBO
McKinsey & Company

CV:
PhD Neuroscience
Big pharma BD
Biotech executive
Investment banking

CV:
PhD Molecular Biology
circRNA co-discoverer 
and scientific pioneer
Big data analysis

CV:
PhD Virology
Big pharma R&D
Biotech executive
Top academic centers

CV:
MSc Chem. Eng.
Big pharma and biotech 
manufacturing, clinical 
and commercial
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+
Flexible, modular design
15x extended half-life vs. mRNA
5x enhanced translation rate vs. mRNA
Anti-miRNA functionality

Best known circRNA biogenesis rate
´Remove & replace´ functionality
Vector agnostic – viral or DNA
IP protected

circRNA IRIR
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circVec vs. mRNA luciferase reporter expression; time course

“Due to its significant advantages, 
circRNA systems can be expected to 
replace mRNA-based expression for 
DNA format therapeutics in the future 
– just as synthetic circRNA can be 
expected to replace current mRNA 
formats”

Dr. Alex Wesselhoeft
Scientific founder

oRNA Therapeutics
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circVec vs. mRNA luciferase reporter expression; time course

“Due to its significant advantages, 
circRNA systems can be expected to 
replace mRNA-based expression for 
DNA format therapeutics in the future 
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formats”
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>8.5x expression at 
Day 8 for circVec 2.1 

vs. mRNA

mRNA
circVec 1.0

circVec 2.0

circVec 2.1
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Day 1

circRNA     mRNA

circVec 2.1-Luciferase mRNA-vector-Luciferase

Monitor expression over time

Left hindleg

Real-time monitoring ongoing

Increasing circVec 
expression: highest at 

Day 35, mRNA lowest at 
Day 35 

Right hindleg

Day 8 Day 14 Day 21 Day 28 Day 35

circRNA     mRNA circRNA     mRNA circRNA     mRNA circRNA     mRNA circRNA     mRNA



Designed for intra-cellular circRNA supply driving strong and durable protein expression

´ ´

Current 
focus areas 
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Test and validate applicability of circVec system 
Identify and select lead applications and targets
Build robust IP portfolio

Demonstrate superiority of circVec system vs. gold 
standard for selected lead applications
Design and test targeted circVec candidates in vivo
Go / No Go for continued development or partnering

Capitalize on platform potential to partner early for 
specific applications (e.g. vaccines)
Access complementary technology to address 
major unmet medical needs in genetic disease



Circio is the only significant player in the DNA-format circRNA space 

Enhanced durability and protein expression from circRNA is expected to translate 
into lower dosing of DNA-format applications, which may solve both potency, 
toxicity and cost challenges facing current gold-standard gene therapy

Vector-expressed circRNA has the potential to become the preferred format for 
any DNA-based therapeutic in the future
— Just as synthetic circRNA is expected to become the preferred format for long 

RNA-based therapeutics in the future
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